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The object of this paper is to discuss cases of equality in ~~r~,ai~~ 
i~eqna~ties that were obtained in the paper Cl]. Throl~~h~~t this paper, 
we let H be an s-square Hermitian matrix with distinct cigenvalues 
AX < 2, < 0 * 0 < 2,. Let H(z’ja’) denote the principal (n - I)-square sub- 
mat~x of H obt~ned by deleting row 2’ and ~olnmn i. Let &I < tiz < l * *< 
6. _ 1 be the eigenvalues of W(+). The famous Cauchy inequalities assert 
t;;It 
It is well known that the inequalities (1) assert all that can be said &out 
the ei~~nv~ues of EQli), for a fixed i. However, in [l ] the first author 
obtund a number of ineqnalitie~ involving the ei~enval~es of aff of 
H(ili) as i varies over the integers I, 2, : . l , r)z. In particular, it was proI$ed 
in [I] that 
jli-E&j-1 E’“-~~~>l 
-_---_---... I,<+$%; ( 1 2 
i=: 1 Aj-J$....l Jj+t-Aj' ' 
In (2) the factor (Aj - ~~*~_~)~(~j - A+.J and in (3) the factor 
(Jj - ~~,~_~)/(~j - 2%) are absent if i = 1; and in (~) the factor 
- . “_ _.. --__ 
* The research presenter in this paper was carries out whilte both a~~~h~rs were 
supported by the U.S. Air Force Grant 698-67. 
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(5 -- - ;li)/@j+1 - 
if’; 
;ii) and in (3) the factor #ii - &)/(& - 5) are absent 
= H. (The inequalities (3) for i = 1 and i = n were not obtained in 
[a] but will be derived below.) If If = UjrjlU1 where L) = diag(ili, . . . , A#) 
and U is unitary, then the quantities Eij become functions of U and as 
U varies over all unitary matrices, one or several of the inequalities (Z), 
(3) may become efqualities. In this paper we shall analyze the maximal 
occurrences of the equality sign in (2), (3) as U varies. 
For given i, we shall refer to the inequality (2) as the upper quadratic 
inequality based on 5 and refer to the inequality (3) as the lower quadratic 
inequality based on 5. We say “quadratic” because of the fact that the 
left sides of (2) and (3) are polynomials of degree two in the &. (For 
+ lori= s there is abuse of language since then (2) and (3) are of 
degree one in the Eij.) In [l] additional inequalities involving the ~~j 
in a linear fashion were obtained. T’he cases of equality in these linear 
inequalities will be analyzed in a subsequent paper. 
Additional notation will be presented in Sections 2 and 3. We note 
hl;ilrre that U* is the complex conjugate transpose of matrix U and UT 
is the transpose. The determinant function of U is det U. Direct sums 
are denoted by 4. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE UPPER AND LOWER QUADRATIC INEQUALITIES 
Since the derivation is short and since it is essential to the rest of 
this paper, we present it here, even though it was presented (in somewhat 
more complicated form) in [l]. From H = UDlF we get n - H = 
U(ti - D)U-l, where I is the identity matrix and il is a polynomial 
indeterminate. Since AI -- H is nonsingular, we get (nr - H)-l = 
U(AI - D) -VP1 ; hence upon multiplying by det (21 - H) = det (Al- D), 
we obtain 
adj(H - H) = U adj (21 - D) g-1. (4 
Eere adj denotes adjugate. The (i, i) diagonal element of adj(Z - H) 
is r,,(J), the characteristic poldynomial of H(ili). The matrix adj(A1 - D) = 
diagW/(~ - 4)) f(4/(2 - &), . . .) fV)/(l - &>), where 
f(A) = (A - A,) l l l (1 - A#$) (5) 
is the characteristic polynomial of H. If we set U = (.ct+j, a comparison 
of the (i, i) elements on each side of (4) yields 
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The roots of /@) are Eii < l l l < &n_l. By observing from (6) that 
j#) is nonnegative at A = Ifi, nonpositive at A = AN__,, nonnegative at 
R = A@, etc., the Cauchy inequalities (I) can be easily established. In 
(6) set il = A,.. Then it follows that 
Each of the factors in braces in (7) lies between 0 and 1 (because of (1))) 
and xF= r 1~~~1” = 1. Hence replacing in (7) by I th2 factors (~j - &J/(& - at) 
for t < i - 1 and (tit - Aj)/(At+, - &J for t > j, and summing over i, 
we get the upper quadratic inequalities. We also write (7) as 
(10) 
Each of the factors in (8), (9), (10) is nonnegative and each of the factors 
in braces is 2 1. Thus deleting the factors in braces in (8), (9)) (10) and 
summing over i yields the lower quadratic inequalities (3). 
The notation /& and f(l) for the characteristic polynomials of 
H(ili) and H, respectively, will be used throughout the paper. 
3. NEW INTERLACING THEOREMS 
The following Theorems 1 and 2, though easy to prove, seem of in- 
dependent interest. We present them at this point as they will be required 
later in this paper. The theorems are, in a certain sense, the analogues 
for Hermitian and real symmetric matrices of a number of theorems 
established in [l] for normal matrices. 
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Let /‘(a) denote the derivative of f(A) and let & < & < l . l < &_, 
betherootsoff’(il). Thenofcourseilj<ti<&+,forj= 1,2,...,~--- 1. 
THEOREM 1. FOY RZC?Z fixed ip 1 < i < ti - 1, either (i) tij > Ej for 
& Ceast ow i and \Fii < tj fOY at le@d one i; OY (ii) eij = tzj = l l l = tnj = tje 
Morwver, thek exists a un&z~y U such that tij = Ej for all i and i, 1 < 
i,(u, l<j<n-1. 
THEOREM 2. For fixed j, 1 < j < n - I, there exists a real ortltogonal 
U such that for H = UDUT, 
FOY red orthogonal U, (11) can be simultaneously satisfied for all j, 1 < 
j+a- 1, if and only if a Hadamard matrix of degree n exists. 
Proofs. From (6) (or otherwise; see [1 J) we get 
(12) 
For fixed jl if all &Yij are >, Ej then, because of (l), the /#) are all non- 
negative or all nonpositive for R E [Aj, tj]. 
at least one i then r(&) 74 0 for this i. 
If in addition Eij > 4 for 
Under these circumstances 
setting A = Ej in (12) yields the contradiction 0 # Z~f~~~(~j) = f’(tj) = 0. 
Thus there exists an i such that tij < lj or else tij = Ej for all i. Similarly 
if lij CG cj with strict inequality at least once, we obtain a contradiction 
by setting A = Fi in (12). Thus the possibilities (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 
are established. As in [l, Theorem 61, we can construct unitary U such 
that simultaneously each t#) = n-lf’(il), 1 < i < n. This proves 
Theorem 1. 
For the lea1 case let j be fixed and let 
and let x1‘ >, l l l > x%’ denote x1, . . . , xn arranged in nonincreasing order. 
Then zr’ + 9 l l + x,“ = f’(Ej) = 0 and hence 0 < x1’ -+ l l l + xt’ for 
t = 1,2,..., n. By a theorem in [2], a real orthogonal U = (tddj) exists 
such that 
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Cl I zl;t 2x, = 0, l<i<n, 
t=1 
that is, by (a), such that /#J = 0 for 1 < i < PZ. This proves the first 
part of Theorem 2, In the second assertion observe 
W-~/‘(A) for each i if and only if 1tiu12 = W-l for all i 
(by (6)) that #[i,(n) = 
and j. The existence 
of a real orthogonal U such that 1~~~1~ = n-l for all i and i is easily seen 
to be equivz:, lent to the existence of a Hadamard matrix of degree n. 
4. THE UPPER QUADRATIC INEQUALITIES 
In Section 4 we prove Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. Let integer t be fixed. Sq?$ose that the upper qt&adratic 
inequalities are al2 equalities, except perhaps for the upper quadratic in- 
equalities based on $ and i& + 1. Then a permutatiorn matrix P exists such 
that 
H = PAPT 
where A is a direct sum of 1 x 1 and 2 x 2 blocks, sa> 
A = A, -j- A, -+ l l . j- A,, 
such that the eigenvaZue(s) of Ai are strictly smaller than the eigenvaZue(s) 
of Ai+.,, for i = 1,2,. . ., k - 1. Conversely if H has this form, then all 
the upper quadratic inequalities for H become equality. 
Proof. Suppose that the upper quadratic inequalities (2) are equality 
for all j # t, t + 1. Let ztii be the first nonzero entry in row i of I/, and 
assume uii is not in columns t or t + 1 of U. Then because the upper 
quadratic inequality based on Aj is equality and since tiii # 0, all the factors 
dropped from (7) must be one. Hence 
From (7) and (13) it follows that 
Thus, if the first nonzero element Z~ij n row i of U is outside columns 
t and t + 1, then all elements in row i of U are zero, except for Uii and 
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possibly tii,j+ 1 l Now let Nij be the last nonzero element in row i of U 
and suppose it is outside of columns t, t + 1. Then again we deduce 
(13) and hence (14). Thus, if the last nonzero element iij in row i of U 
is outside columns t and 4 + 1, then all elements in row i of U are zero 
except possibly for ZQ__~ and for tiii* It therefore follows that any row of 
U has at most two nonzero elements and if two nonzero elements appear 
in a given row they must appear in consecutive positions. This holds 
even if the row of U has no nonzero elements outside columns t, t + 1 
since then the nonzero elements are confined to two consecutive positions. 
Suppose row & has a single nonzero element, say ZQ,. Then lHilj, 1 = 1 
and as U is unitary this forces column ir of U to be entirely zero except 
for ZJi,j,* 
Suppose now row i1 has two nonzero elements, say ZC~,~, and ZQ+~. 
SU~POSC, if possible, tiijl = ZC~,~,+~ = 0 for every row i # i,. Then columns 
jr and 3; + 1 of U would be dependent, a contradiction. Suppose,, if
possible, row i, exists such that ZQ, = 0, ~di,,~,+r # 0. Then by pairwise 
orthogonality of the rows we obtain the contradiction H~l,j,+~C~l,jl~_r = 0. 
Thus row &, is + i,, exis-ts uch that tii,j,l z~~%,~,+r are both nonzero. If 
we also had another row ia such that ZQ, and tii,,jl+r were both nonzero 
then rows i,, &, & of U would be zero outside of columns jr and i1 + 1, 
hence would behave as 2-tuples and would therefore be dependent, a 
contradiction. Therefore if row & is nonzero in two positions j1 and & + 1 
then exactly one other row & exists which is nonzero in these two positions, 
and rows iX and & are both zero outside of positions & and jr + 1. Then 
it follows that every row i with i # &, i # is has zeros only in columns 
?; and j1 + 1. It follows from these remarks that a permutation matrix 
‘P exists such that PU is a direct sum of 1 x 1 and 2 x 2 blocks. But 
then PHPT = (PU)D(PU)” is a direct sum of 1 x 1 and 2 x 2 blocks, 
and moreover the eigenvalues of (PU)D(PU)* steadily increase as one 
marches down the blocks, since the eigenvalues of D are arranged in 
increasing order on the main diagonal. This completes the proof of half 
of the theorem. 
For the converse notice that the upper quadratic inequalities for 
H are the same as the upper quadratic inequalities for PHPT when P 
is a permutation matrix. This is so since PHPT and H have precisely 
the same set of principal submatrices, apart from their arrangement 
(ordering) within H. Thus, if we can show that all upper quadratic 
inequalities for A are equality, the same will hold for PA PT. So let 
A be a direct sum of 1 x 1 and 2 x 2 blocks, A = A, 4 l l 9 i_ A,, where 
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each eigenvalue of Ai is strictly less than each eigenvalue of Ai,_+ for 
i--l,2 , . . . , k - 1. Let us consider the upper quadratic inequality 
based on S. Suppose first that the (i, j) element of A is a 1 x 1 block. 
Then the (j, j) element of A is 5. Clearly A (i[i) for any i =# i has A.. as 
an eigenvalue ; hence at least one of [i,itj__l or tij is 1, ; hence 
Thus all terms in the sum (2) with i # i are zero. Moreover the eigenvalues 
of A (iii), arranged in increasing order, are il,, . . . , Aj_L, iis+ L, . . . , A, ; hence 
6 t,j-1 = 5-3 and &,ij z Aj_tl. From this it follows that (2) is equality. 
Suppose-now that the (i, i) element of A lies in a 2 x 2 block, say in 
a 15 
[ 1 6 c * 
The (j, j) element may either be a or c ; let us assume the (j, i) element 
of R is a. The argument is similar when it is c. Then this 2 x 2 block 
has Aj and 3Ljfl as its eigenvalues. Note that for i # i or i -t I, A(# has 
A+ as an eigenvalue; hence either ~ij-1 or tii is ilj; hence (A++ - ti,j__r) 
(E ij - Aj) ==Ofori#jorj+l. Since a, c E [Aj, Aj+ 1], the eigenvalues 
of A(jlj) in increasing order are 
and the eigenvalues of A(j + 1 1 i + i) in increasing order are 
Thus Ej,j_l = 5-1, Ejj = C, E'+l,j_l = &__I, [j+l,i = a. Since a + c c 
Aj + Jj+l* i-t now follows by direct calculation that the upper quadratic 
inequality based on Aj is equality. This completes the proof. 
5. THE LOWER QUADRATIC INEQUALITIES 
The cases of equality for the lower quadratic inequalities are sub- 
stantially more complicated than for the upper quadratic inequalities 
and it will be necessary to unfold the story bit by bit. We shall assz~wze 
throughout Section 5 that n > 4. 
We first determine the circumstances under which the lower quadratic 
inequaltiy based on A, is equality. If sil # 0 then in order for eq.uality 
to hold when the factors in braces are deleted in (9), it must be true that 
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hence using (7), we have 
u j2 = %3 =‘**z=fi. 2,tr - 1 = 0, %a # 0. (16) 
If tiiI was the only nonzero element in column 1 of U we would get /ai1 1= 1, 
Iticill* + Itij,,[2 = 1, lz+,J # 0, a contradiction. Thus zcsl # 0 exists with 
s # i. Then tisz = 9 l l = tc,,,_, = 0, zc,, # 0. A third row, row t, with 
car # 0, could not exist since then rows i, s, t would be zero outside 
columns 1 and ti, and hence would be dependent. Moreover, by row 
orthogonality with row i, any row t with 2&t* = 0 must also have titn = 0. 
Thus all elements of U in rows i, s and in columns 1 and it are zero except 
for 2cil, uitr, usI, z+ Suppose, if possible, that the lower quadratic inequality 
based on & is also equahty. Then because ‘ud,, # 0, we obtain as above 
by using (10) that 
For N >, 4, (17) clearly contradicts (15). 
Suppose, if possible, that the lower quadratic inequality based on 
Aj is also equality, for some fixed i with 1 < j < R, Let ui_i # 0. Then 
r # i, s, Furthermore the fac:ors deleted from “z.+.” must all be one; 
hence by (8) 
From (18) follows + # 0 (except if j = 2) and Us,., # 0 (except if 
j -= n - I). Thus one of zc,r, z+# is nonzero, and this contradicts the fact 
that urr = ti,, = 0. Hence the lower quadratic inequality based on aj 
cannot be e~~uality. This completes the proof of part of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 4. If the lower quadratic inequality based on i& is equality, 
then all other lower quadratic inequalities are strict inequalities. Moreover 
as U varim over all unitary mat&es (or eve8 just over all real unitary 
matrices) t&e lower quadratic inequality based ow 1, wi8 achieve equality 
if and olzly if 
Equality will be ac%eved pmcisely when 
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where P is a permutation matrix, 
is 2 x 2 with eigenvalues A,, A,, and 
and H, is (n - 2) x (n - 2) with eigenvahes 4, &, . . . , ii,+ *. 
Proof. From H = ULXJ* we get PHP’ = (PUQ)(Q1’DQ)(PUQ)*, 
where P and Q are permutation matrices. From the form of U obtained 
above and for an appropriate choice of P and Q, we may after a change 
of notation assume 
u = ux -j- u,, H=H,+H,, 
H, = VI diag(A,, 1,) U,*, 
H, = u, diag(&, 4, . . . I &_J u,*, 
where U, is 2 x 2. Let H, be given by (21). From the form of H, it is 
clear that H(ili) has AI as an eigenvalue for i > 3 ; hence &r = AI for 
i >, 3. Thus the lower quadratic inequality based on A, becomes 
Since the eigenvalues of H( 111) are c, j12, A,, . . . , jl,r_-lr we have &r < c 
with equality if and only if c < j12; similarly & < a with equality if 
and only if a < A,. Since a + c = Al + A,,, we get 
!c - W(4 - 2,) + (a - Q/(& - n,) = 1. . (23) 
Since El1 - A, < c - A, and Es1 - A, < a - 4, from (22’) and (23) we 
obtain: The inequality (22’) is equality if and only if [rl = c and & = a; 
that is, if and only if a, c < A,. Now from Theorems 1 and 2 both a < AZ 
and c < AZ are possible for some unitary UI if and only if & is >, the root 
of the derivative of (A -’ ,\,)(A - A,J ; that is, if and only if & >, (A, A- &J/2. 
One easily checks that (19) is equivalent to 
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The case of equality in the lower quadratic inequality based on A, 
can be obtained similarly or can be found by applying Theorem 4 to - I’!. 
THEOREM 6. If the lower quadratic inequality based on 2% is equality# 
t/h all other lower quadratic ineq&ities are strict inequalities. Moreover, 
as U varies over all unitary matrices (or even jzcst over all real uktary 
&&es) tk lower quadratic ineqfcatity based on A, will achieve equality 
if and only if 
(25) c 
Equality will be achieved precisely when (20) and (21) hold, where 6) and 
H, are as described in Theorem 4, and where 
Let us now study the case of equality in the lower quadratic inequality 
based on ilit where j is a fixed integer such that 1 < i << n. Suppose 
uti # 0. Then for the lower quadratic inequality based on & to be equality, 
the factors ( } de’ieted from 3~” (see (8)) must all be one. This forces 
Then, using (7) or (8) and (26), we deduce 
ui2 
=...= u- * $,I-1 = ui, j+ 1 = . . . = 2.4. 2,?1- 1 = 0, (27) 
not both 2Cil and uin are zero. (28) 
Thus a row of U passing through a nonzero element in column j has its 
nonzero elements confined to columns 1, i, n. We show: There cannot 
be as many as four nonzero elements in column i of U. For if ZQ, ‘IQ~ ZQ, 
ZE~,~ arenonzero, rows il, iz, is, i, of U must have all elements zero except 
perhaps for the elements in the columns 1, i, n, hence rows i,, i,, i,, i, 
would be linearly dependent. As U is nonsingular this is a contradiction. 
We show next: There cannot be exactly one nonzero element in column 
j of U. For if so, 1~~~1 = which forces zcil = uj,, = 0, contradicting 
(28). Thus we have proved Lemma 1. 
LEU~~A 1. If the lower quadratic inequality based on ~j is equality, 
for fixed j, 1 < i < n, then coltJmn i of W contains exactly two or three 
no+zzero elements. 
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LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, i / coltu~~n j 01 U ltccs 
three Bonzero elements, then the lower qzcadratic inequalities based OSL 
1 1’ l l 0, AyLp $s_p l l 0, 1, me all strict ineqldalities. 
Proof. From Theorems 4 and 5 we know that the lower quadratic in- 
equalities based on A, and it, are strict inequalities. Suppose that the 
lower quadratic inequality based on Ah is equality, where 2 < k < n -L, 1, 
k # i. Let ui,j, ui,+, UiJj be the three nonzero elements in column i. Since 
column k of U hds at least two nonzero elements, let zti,k and ZQ be nonzero. 
Then because of (27), i4 and i, are distinct from i,, i,, i,. Hence, by (27) 
applied to columns i and k, rows i,, i,, a, 4, 5 i i i of U have all their nonzero 
elements confined to columns 1, j, k, n; hence these five rows behave 
as P-tuples, and hence are linearly dependent. This contradiction complctcs 
the proof. 
LEMMA 3. Under the assztm@ions of Levnma 1, if CO~WW j of U has 
exactly two nonzero elements, then at most one of the lower quadratic in- 
eq&ities based on A,, . . . , Iv_1, A,+ i, . . . , A, can be equality. If this exceb- 
tionrii lower qztadratic incqwalit-y (providing it exists) is based on A,,,, theta 
2<k<n--1. 
Proof. Suppose if possible that the lower quadratic inequalities 
based on Ajs Ah, At are all equalities. We know from Theorems 4 and 5 
that 2 < k, t < n - 1. We also know that column k 0; U and column t 
of U ebch have at least two nonzero elements. Thus (by (27)) we can 
find six rows, rows i,, i,, i3, id, .i,, i,, of U such that Zli,j, Zci~al SCi,k, Zli,k, Zli,l, 
u i6i are all nonzero. But then, because of (27), rows i,, i,, . . . , ie have 
their nonzero elements confined to columns 1, i, k, t, n. Thus these sis 
rows behave as 5-tuples, and hence are dependent. This contradiction 
proves the lemma. 
There are now three essentially different situations to be considered, 
which we classify as types I, II, and I I I. 
(I) For fixed j and k, 2 < j < k < $2 - 1, the lower quadratic 
inequalities based on % and 1, are equalities. Here columns j and k of 
U each have exactly two nonzero elements. 
(II) For fixed j, 2 < I< n - 1, the lower quadratic inequality based 
on Aj is equality, and column i of U has exactly two nonzero elements. 
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(III) For fixed i, 2 < j < vz -’ 1, the lower quadratic inequality 
based on Aj is equality, and column i of U h;cs exactly three nonzero 
elements. 
^ We disgrss the type I situation first. From the results derived above 
we know that four distinct integers il, &, &, & exist such that ZQ, nisi, Q, 
ti+ *are nonzero and that (27) holds for j’ with i = &, & and for k with 
i = ia, i4 From H = UDU” we pass to PHPT = (PUQ)(Q*DQ)(PUQ)* 
. where P and Q are permutation matrices. Thus, changing notation, we 
may assume 
H = UAU” = HI -j- H,, 
A ==A,jA,, 
u1= 
%l %2 0 %4- 
u21 zczz 0 H24 
[ _ 
N31 0 u33 %4 ' 
u41 0 u43 $644 
(29) 
HI = UIAIUl*, H, = U2A2U2*, 
u12, uz2, u33, tia all nonzero. 
Since U is unitary, V = 0, and hence U = U1 i- U2 and Ul, U2 are 
also unitary. 
We first determine parametric formulas for all unitary 4 x 4 matrices 
of the f&m (29). By the orthogonality of columns 1 and 2, the 2-tuple 
(un, tin)* lies in the orthogonal complement in %-space of (u,,, zcze)*. 
Thus (urr, u2r)* = d( - z722, Q ,) *. Similarly (u14, H=) * = e( - c22, ZZ~%) *, 
(~32, Q)* = f( - CM, @a&r, (a=, ~4~~):“’ = g( - z7&, @a& *. Thus Ul can be 
written as 
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It is easy to check that the orthonormality of the columns of (30) can be 
satisfied if and only if 
d e 
[ 1 t g is unitary. l (34 
Formulas (30), (31), (32), (33) are therefore parametric formulas for the 
block UI in U. 
Let F,(A) be the characteristic polynomial of the principal submatris 
H,(ili) of the 4 x 4 matrix H,. Applying (6) to H, and U,, we find 
&(a) = (2 - n,,{l%l12(ii - aj)(a - il,) + IupI”(A - a,)@ - A),! 
+ IUi*/2(a - aJ(a - a,)}, i = L2; (34) 
F,(i) = (a - aj)(IzciJ2(a - %)(A - as> + Iuj:J*(a - a,)(a - a& 
+ [z$‘J2(1 - n,) (A - n,)}, i = 3,4. ‘ (35) 
For i = 1, 2 let the roots of &(A) be &, ocil < gi2, and for i = 3,4 let the 
roots of $(A) be 5, qt < Q. Then one easily sees that 
Moreover, applying (7) to H, and U, (in particular to columns 2 and 3 
of UJ or by setting a = aj in jr;,(A), F,(a) and setting A = Ah in F,(A), F,(A), 
we get 
2 
c 0 . - ocil j (UQ - aj) 
i= 1 -(jj+-qj -@-;-Ill = L (3 1 7 
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’ (Ak - blil) (ai -- lk) . 
w 
Observe that for i > 5, H(ili) has both 5 and 1, as eigenvalues; hence 
‘at least one Of li,i_i or lij is & and at leg-‘t one of &k__l or &k is jEk, so 
that (5 - ti,i_i)(tij - 2,) = 0 = (& - ei,k_i)(& - &). Moreover H(lI1) 
and H@ i2) each have &, as an eigenvalue, so that, (& - &$__1) (& - &) = 0 
for i := 1, 2; and H(3/3) and H(414) each have Aj as an eigenvalue, so that 
(Aj - ti,j_,)(f$ij - Aj) = 0 for i = 3,4. In view of these remarks, the 
lower quadratic inequalities based on- IV and & become, respectively, 
Note that ili is not an eigenvalue of H(ili) for i = 1,2, since I;i(Aj) # 0 
for i = 1,2; and ;tR is not an eigenvalue of H(+) for i = 3,4, since 
F&) # 0 for i = 3,4. 
The totality of eigenvalues of Hfili) for 2’ fixed, i = 1 or 2, is 
and the totality of eigenvalues of H(ili) for i fixed, i = 3 or 4, is 
Thus, from (36), we get (since Aj is not an eigenvalue of H(l[I) or H(212) 
and Ak is not an eigenvalue of H(313) or H(4/4)), 
Ocil < E&j-l with equality iff 3,j_1< uil< Aj, 
ai > c$ii with equality iff Aj < uis < &+I, 
i = I, 2; 
(43) 
i= 1,2; 
%I G Ei,k-1 with equality iff Ak_i < xii < &, i = 3,4; 
0~~~ > & with equality iff & < 0ci2 < &+ ,, 
(44) 
i = 3,4. 
From (43) it is easy to deduce that the left member of (39) is < the left 
member of (37), with equality if and only if 
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From (44j it is easy to deduce that the left member of (40) is < the 
left member of (38), with equality if and only if 
We summarize our results as Lemma 4. ’ 
LEMMA 4. Tlie lower qa8adratic ineqztalities based on lj and Ak will 
become qstalities if and only if the roots ait, ai of Fi(;I) satisfy (45) avtd (46) ; 
i= 1, 2, 3,4. 
We therefore face the following question: to determine necessary 
and sufficient conditions on the parameters in U, (given by (30)-(33)) 
such that (45) and (46) hold. 
Since (33) is unitary, ldl2 = lg12 and je12 = Ifl2 = 1 - jd12. Thus 
using (30), (31), and (32), F,i(l)/(A - Ah) becomes a function of A, [u2212, IdI2 
for i = 1,2; and for i = 3,4, Fi(A)/(A - Ai> becomes a function of 
2, I~a12, IdI”- So let us write 
&(&‘(A - ;1,> = &(A, I~2zi2, id12), 
Fj(A)/@ -- Ai) = &(A, l~j~, Id/“), 
To satisfy (45) and (46) we have only to choose 
&(&_r, 1a22j2, Id/“) > 0, &(S+,, 1~~22/2, IdI”> 
. 
2 = 1,2, 
i = 3,4. 
~~~~~~~ (d(Z. ]u3J2 such that 
This is so since sI and f12 are manic quadratic polynomials in A which 
are negative for ii = Aj, provided 1.~1~~1 # 0, /2122[ $ 0, and 9g and ,Fd 
are monk quadratic polynomials in A which are negative fez it = ;Zr;, 
provided Iz+l # 0, 1~~1 # 0, M oreover we do not have to worry whether 
our parameter Id I2 comes from a 2 x 2 unitary matrix (33) since any 
2 x 2 doubly stochastic matrix is orthostochastic (and in fact arises from 
a real orthogonal matrix). Again we summarize our results in a lemma. 
LEMMA 5. The lower quadratic inequalities based on Jj and AA, 1 < i < 
k < n, will simultarteously become equalities for some U if annd only if 
parameters lu2212, Iz6J2, fd12 can be chosen such that (47), (48), (49) all hoZd. 
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We now present the solution of (47) for fixed [dl2, such that 0 < 
ilczz12 c 1. Observe that 
sb,(aj+l, 0 I+9 = - <5+l - u(n, - aj+l) < 0, 
so that 1~~12 exists such that (47) and (49) hold if and only if 
4tltaj+l* 1, Id/“) > 0 (since S1 is of first degree in lzcs212). If 
Fl(aj+lR 1, IdI”) > 0 (50) 
holds, then S1(Aj+i, lti2212, IdIg) >, 0 for all lzczz12 > i1, where t1 is the 
solution of 
The inequality (50) is the same as 
14” < taj+I - aly(a, - a,). w 
Moreover, 
Owing to (Sl), the denominator of (52) is positive. 
For j’ = 2 the condition S1(A,_lr 1ti2212, IdIs) > 0 is always true. For 
i > 2, we have 
sl(aj-l, 0, la12) =- caj_, - al)(an - Aj_,) c 0 
so that Sz(;zi_r, l%212P IdI”) > 0 f or some ~~~ satisfying (49) if and only if 
91(aj-1j 1, Id/“) > 0 (53) 
and if (53) holds then F1(Aj_,, 12c22/2, ld12) > 0 for all Izc22[2 >, t2, where 
t2 is the root of 
*Aaj.+ t2, IdI”) = 0. 
The inequality (53) is the same as 
Moreover, 
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The denominator of (55) is always positive. 
Next, observe that 
&(&,l, 1, IdI”, = - (&+, - Ax)(;l, -- A,+*) < 0; 
hence ~2(i2i+il izcz212, ld)2) > 0 f or some ltig212 satisfying (49) if and only if 
s2(aj+ll 0, pl”, > 0, (5s?j 
and then SC&+ r, 1ti2zi’, fdl”) 20 for all 12~~~12 < t3,where P’2(&.+,, t3, IdI”) = 
0. ‘The inequality (56) is the same as (51) and we also have 
The denominator of (57) is the negative of the denominator of (52). 
For j = 2 the condition ~2($_ 1, 1z42212, ldi2) >, 0 is always true. For 
i > 2, 
hence *2(4--,, [ti2212, idI >, 0 f or some lu22i2 satisfying (499 if and only if 
and then Pg(I,j_rs 1~~12,ldl‘J) >,O for all ~~~~~~~ < ta where P2(5_r, t4, jdi2) = 
0. The inequality [58) is the same as (54) and we aiso have 
- ldi2(&-&-*)(atZ-aJ + (jli-l-~l)(S-aj-l9 ~z42212 < t4 = -=-- 
- py(aj - a+ ,)(a, - h_c;Faaai7-‘Jij l 
(tsgi 
The denominator of (59) is the negative of the denominator of (559. 
Now it is an elementary fact that 2c22 will exist satisfying (529, (559, (57)) 
(59) if and only if 
Moreover, if (51) and (54) hold, then satisfy@ (60) will guarantee the 
existence of ltizz I2 with 0 < 1tig212 < 1. 
After some simplification the inequality t, < t3 is seen to be equivalent 
to 
*+1 IdI”< ‘a ---A 1 k--S-k1 - 
n - il, ( 4 ‘Jr1 ) -J- l ( 11 6 
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Observe that (61) implies (61). After some simplification the inequality 
tg < 8d is seen to be equivalent to 
Observe _ (62) implies (64). 
After some simplification the inequalities t, < td and t2 < ta each 
reduce to 
- ld12{(Aj+ 1 - lj)tAj - Aj-l)<~n - AJ(&+l + S-1 - 2&)} 
In the presence of (51), t, < g4 and t2 < $a are equivalent to (63). Making 
use of the identity 
+ (4 - Aj+l)(An - Aj-1) 
in the constant term of (63), and then dividing by a factor to make (63) 
manic, we find that (63) is equivalent to 
We want to show that (64) is in fact a consequence of (61) and (62). To 
see this simplify notation by setting 
Then (61) and (62) combine to yield 
4 - y) 2 P(l + S). (65) 
Let us evaluate (64) at 
PI 2 = 4 - y), 
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the maximum value of ldl2 permitted by (61). Substituting into (64), 
we evaluate the right side of (64) as 
ar(P + PS - a + cry) < 0, 
by (66). Now let us evaluate (64) at 
the minimum value of la(z permitted by (62). Substituting into (64), 
we evaluate the right member as 
by (65). Since the right member of (64) is a manic quadratic polynomial 
in IdIg, it follows that (64) is valid for all values of Id12 permitted l>y (61) 
and (62). Thus the inequalities t, < id and t2 < $ are consequences of 
the pair of inequalities (61) and (62). For j = 2 ‘the inequality that has 
to be satisfied, t, < tar is equivalent to (61) and the inequality (62) is 
trivially true. This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 6. The inepaiities (61) and (62) together are the necessary 
and suf#icient conditions irn order that 12~~~1~ exist satisfying (47) and (49). 
By a similar argument involving 9a, 9& and IQ/~, or by applying 
Lemma 6 to - H, we obtain Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 7. The inequalities 
1 
Ak+l - il, --_ 
’ + iik+l-Ak 
(66) 
together are the necessary and suffkcient conditions in order that 12~~1~ exist 
satisfying (48) and (49). 
Thus we conclude 
LEMMA 8. The existence of Id I2 satisf.ying (61), (62), (G6), (67) sirrt- 
&taneously is the necessary and wfiicient condition in order that the pair 
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We next show that the inequality 
- r+ :-tel)< 4i1e: (1 -$.d!!), (68) .- . -1 - 1 'Cl - - 
obtainabIe from (61) and (62), is equivalent o 
Toseethiwsetr = &l - il,,s = .& - Aj_l,t = ajtl - aj,u = a,, -- aj+l. 
Then (68) is equivalent to 
(s+t)(m+rt+us-st)<O, 
and (69) is equivalent o 
YU + rt + us - St < 0. 
Since s + t > 0, this establishes the equivalence of (68) and (69). Similarly 
trhc inequality 
l_ak-l-al 
ak - ak-1 
(70) 
obtainable from (66) and (67) is equivalent o 
ak - ak-1 ak+l -ak ., 1 
ak _._ Ia & - ak ’ 2’ 
(71) 
The time has now come to reveal that k = j + 1. For from (69) 
and (71) we deduce that 
hence 
aj+, 2 (4 + &)P > (an + i1,)/% 
jzk-_X < (;11 + ak)/2 -= fal + afi)/2, 
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so that &_r < ;ti+r. This is a contradiction of k - 1 > i + 1, and hence 
k = j + II. since k > j. 
Observe that (61) and (62) describe an interval of permissible values 
for jd12, and (66) and (67) (with k = j + 1) describe another interval 
of permissible values for Id 1”. These intervals lie within [O, 11. It is an 
elementary fact that two intervals 4”;; and f12 have a common point if 
and only if 
left end /I < right end f2, 
left end $z < right end x1. 
All of our facts now combine to yield the following Theorems 6 and 7. 
THEOREM 6. Let i be fixed, 1 < i < s - 1. Then a unitary U exists 
(even over the real faeld) such that the lower quadratic equalities based on 
Aj and Aj+ 1 are simultaneously equality if and only if 4, Aj, &_ Ir An satisfr 
the &equalities 
(72) 
THEOREM 7. The lower quadratic inequalities based on Aj and Ah when 
1 < i < k < n, k # i -+- I, can never be equality simultarteously. 
Remark. A strengthened form of Theorem 7 will be obtained later 
(Theorem 11). 
One can justifiably ask whether any matrices exist satisfying (72)-(75). 
It turns out that if (Ji+I - &)/(A,, - 2,) is large in comparison with 
(A . - $_J/(An - A,) and (s+, - Aj+.l)/(At‘ - Q, and in turn these two 
quantities are large in comparison with (ni_, -- n,)/(&, - AI) and 
(2 15 - n,+*)/(L - I,), then (72)-(75) will all be satisfied. 
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From the proofs above, we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. The lower quadratic inequalities based on j and j + 1 
are both eqtiality, where 1 < i c N -- 1, precisely when 
I 
f H = P(H, i_ H,)P* 
where P is a PemMation matrix, 
with Ul g&m by (30), (33), (52), (55), (57), (59), (61), (62), (66), (67) (and 
equations analogous to (52), (55), (57)) (59) for Itia3j 2), and H, has 4, . . . , 
Aj_,, Aj+CJ*. . ., I,_, as eigenvakes. 
We now turn to type II. For fixed j, 1 < i < n, we are now concerned 
with the. lower quadratic inequality ,based on &, which is to be equality. 
We are assuming that column i of U has exactly two nonzero elements. 
I?assing from H = UDU* to PHPT = (PUQ)(QTDQ)(PUQ)* for permuta- 
tion matrices P and Q, we may assume that 
u- 
u21 a22 %3 0 
. . . 0 
a31 0 a33 u34 l l ’ u.5, 
U41 O %43 U44 l ’ l fbn 
i f&l 0 %23 %4 ’ ’ l %n_ 
P ‘J412 # 0, u22 # 0. (77) 
A parametric formula for all unitary U of the type (77) is 
u- 
-- dfi22 u12 - eG22 0 9. l 0 
d%2 $422 ez?,, 0 l l l 0 
f U3 0 gti3 u3 U’ 
f u4 0 P4 
. . e 
_ f %t 0 bud 
178) 
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is unitary, ~zclz~2 + !G22i2 = I, $8 = (21,;. ., ~4~)~ is a unit column (S - 2)- 
tuple, and U3, . . . , U” are (n - 2)-tuples such that zt, U3, . . . , U” form 
an orthonormal basis of column (S - 2)-space. From (6) and (78) it 
follows that H(ili) for i > 3 has ili as an eigenvalue ; hence the lower 
quadratic inequa~ty based on A.. reduces to (39). For i = 1,2, the eigen- 
values of H(i/i) are A2? , . . , i2i_11 Ai+l, . . . , A,_,, OQ, ai where ai1 < ai are 
the roots of 
+ [Uj:jj2(A - &)(A - Aj}, i = 1, 2. (79) 
From (79) we get by setting il -- 1, that (37) holds. We now argue as 
in type I that the lower quadratic inequality based on Ai wiil be equality 
if and only if (45) holds, and for (45) to hold it is necessary and sufficient 
that we find j%2212, ldj2 such that 0 c luz2i < 1 and (47) holds. me now 
carry the argument through exactly as in type I and hence we arrive 
at the following conclusion. 
THEOREM 8. Let j be f~xed~ i < i < n. The ~owe$ ~~ad~at~~ ~~e~~a~~ty 
based art Aj can achieve equality tinder type II if and only ::.’ (72) holds. 
This res4t is vapid in both the rest and ~orn~~ex cases. 
COROLLARY 2. The prey ~~adyat~~ ~ne~~a~~ty based 0% 5, where 
1 < i < n, is epality under type II precisely when H (up to a permutatio~c 
s~rn~~ay~t.~~ and U have the foy~ (76) and (78), (d 1% sat~~jies (61) and (62) t
lti22/2 satisfies (52), (55), (57), (59), and the other parameters in IT are as 
des~y~bed fo~~ow~n~ (78~. 
We now turn to type III. 
THEOREM 9. Let i be fixed, I < j < 92. The necessary aged mfficieltt 
conditions that a complex zlnitary W exist sztch that the lower ~~adyat~c 
inetpality based on Aj becomes type III eqamlity are that 
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g’(aj-l) >, O and g'(Aj+.l) 2 O WV 
where 
PYOO~. Since (27) holds for three values of i, we may pass to PHPT = 
V'~Q)(Q*DQ)WJQ)*~ and hence assume that U = U, + U,, H = H, i- 
Hs, HI= U,dia@JjJ,,)UI+, Ha= U,diag(il,, . . .Jj_l, Aj+l,. . . , A,,_l)Lr2*. 
For each i 2 4, H (i li, has Ij as an eigenvalue ; hence &i_1 or & is &, 
and hence the lower quadratic inequality based on Aj becomes 
5 (5-t&j-l) t&j- 5) c 1 
iJaj4J (&r-aj) i l (82) 
Let ccit. < ais be the eigenvalues of HI(@) for i = 1,2,3. Then, because 
3412, %P %2 are nonzero, 
An application of (7) to HI and U, yields 
3 
c 
(Al . - ail) (oLi2 - 4) 
i=l (Aj - 2,) (&I - 5) = lp 
3 
c (As - Rl) (At - oci2) 
i=l (iLn - 21) (at& - 4) = I* 
For fixed i < 3, the eigenvalues of H(iji) are 
so that, since 5 is not an eigenvalue, we find 
ai1 G &,j-1 with equality iff &_l < ails 
8 
(86) 
aj2 2 5~ with equality iff @i2 < Aj+l* 
Combining (84) and (86) we find that (82) is strict unless 
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By Theorem 1, a+ 3 x 3 unitary U, exists such that (87) holds if and 
only if Jj_r < the zero of g’(a) in the interval [A,, ;li] and S+i > the zero 
of g’(n) in the interval [3,, &I. Thus the conditions (80) are necessary 
and sufficient for a complex 3 x 3 unitary U1 to exist such that (87) 
holds. 
COROLLARY 3. Wheti the lower quadratic inequality based on Ai is type 
III equality, where 1 < j < n, we have H = P(H, -# Ha) P’ where< P is 
a permutation matrix, HI is 3 x 3 with eigenvalues AI, 5, A+,, and H, is 
( n- 3) X (n - 3) with eigenvatues A,, . . ., ilj_1, %+I, . . ., Afl_t. 
LEMMA 9. For i = 2 and for i = n - 1, (80) implies (72). 
Proof. Let i = 2. Then by direct calculation g’(h) > 0 becomes 
(43 - i2aMiltl - 4312 ((43 - 4) + (4 - WV3 - 4) ; 
’ hence (4 - &)/(& - &) > 1 and this implies (72) since if (72) were false 
we would have (& - a,)/(& - &) < 1. A similar argument works when 
i=ti-1. 
THEOREM 10. Let i be fixed, 2 < i < n - 1. As U varies over all 
complex unitary matrices, the tower quadratic inequality based on Aj achieves 
equality if and only if at least one of (72) w (80) is satisfied. For real uktary 
U, it is necessary but not sufficient that at least one of (72) OY (80) be satisfied 
and sufficient that (72) be satisfied. As U varies over all unitary, matrices 
(or even just over all real unitary matrices) the tows quadratic inequality 
based on & achieves equality if and only if (72) holds for i = 2. As U 
varies over all unitary matrices (or even just over all real unitary ma&ices) 
the lower quadratic inequality based on &_I achieves equality if and only 
if (72) holds for i = n - 1. 
Proof. For 2 < i < n - 1, the first statement is a synthesis of 
Theorems 8 and 9. Over the real field it must also be that (72) or (80) 
is satisfied if the lower quadratic inequality based on ,$ achieves equality. 
However, for type III, it is not always possible to find a real 3 x 3 
unitary Ul such that (87) holds, even if (80) is satisfied. Thus we cannot, 
by Theorem 2, find a real Ul if g’(&+r) = g’(il,_,) = 0. If (72) is satisfied, 
however, we can use type II unitary U which can be constructed within 
the real numbers. For i = 2 the condition (80) implies (72), and hence 
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(72) is necessary. For i = 2, (72) is also sufficient over either the real 
or complex numbers since then type II unitary U may be used. The 
same argument works when i = PZ - 1. 
First Proof. If (80) holds then a 3 x 3 unitary U, exists such that 
the eigenvalues ai1 < ai of the principal 2 x 2 submatrices of 
Ur dia&, Aj j &J U,* satisfy (83), (84) j (85), and (87). From (87)) 1s - ail < 
Aj - A+_1 and ai2 - Ai < Aj+ 1 - Ajp and these two inequalities in conjunc- 
tion with (84) yield (88). In (83) j (ai - A,)/(& - Al) 2 1 and 
( il - &)/(& - 4) > (&1 - AJ/(A,, - Al), and hence (89) follows. 
(& (A 
In 
9 n - %ML- 5) > land (n,-ai2)/(A*-fl) >, (&- Aj+,)/(&--A,)9 
and hence (90) follows. 
SeCOd P7OOf. 
I;## - Aj+p 
Let Y = Aj_1 - Al, S = Aj - 5_1j t = lj+l - 3,i* U = 
From g’(A.+J > 0 we get (Y + s + t - 2u)t > (r + S)U ; hence 
r-/-s-l-t-- 2u > 0, which is equivalent to (90). From g’(&_,) > 0 we 
get (s + t + u - 2~)s > r(t + u) ; hence s + t + u - 2u > 0, which is 
equivalent to (89). From g’(&_J 2 0 and g’(&i) >, 0 we get 
t(27 - s + t - 2u) 2 VU + su + rt - 2st and - s(2r -- s + t - 2~) 2 
794 + su + 7t - 2st, which if taken together imply YU + su + rt - 2st < 0, 
an inequality equivalent to (88). 
The ne:xt theorem shows that all of the lower quadratic inequalities 
are always strict inequalities for every u’, except perhaps a unique13 
determined one or two of the lower quadratic inequalities. 
THEOREM 11. Given Al < & < l 8 9 < An, as U varies ove7 all unitary 
matrices, exactly ooze of the fokwing situations obtains: 
(i) all of the lower quadratic inequalities are always strict ineqztalities; 
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(ii) there is a ukque integer i,, such that each lower quadratic inequality 
based on Ai for i # iO is always strict and for at least one U the lower quadratic 
inequality based on ArjO is equality ; 
(iii) there is a unique integer iO < n such that each lower quadratic 
inequality based on Aj is always strict for i + i,, and i # ia + 1, and CT 
exists such that the lower quadratic inequality based on 5, achieves eqrtality, 
and U also exists such that the lower quadratic inequality based on A,, : I 
achieves equality, but never simultaneously are the lower quadratic ipzequalities 
based on Ai, and Aioft equalities ; 
(iv) there is a unique integer iO with 2 < iO < n - 1 such thakhe lowc~ 
quadratic in.equalities based on Aj for i # io, i. + 1 are always strict in- 
equalities, but for certain U we have equality in the lower quadratic inequality 
based on AjO and strict inequality in the lower quadratic illequality based on 
A jg+l, for other U we have strict inequality in the lower quadratic ineqztaliiy 
based on Aja and equality in the lower quadratic ineq&cality based on iljU-t , , 
and for still other U we have equality siaaultaneously iga the lower quadratic 
equalities based o,n Aj, and on AiO .+_ 1.
Proof. Let j0 be the smallest integer such that for some U, the lower 
quadratic inequality based on $, achieves equality. Integer j0 need not 
exist, in which case possibility (i) occurs. Suppose j. exists. 
Suppose first that j0 = 1. By Theorem 4 we must have (l(3), so that 
A, 2 (A1 + &)/2. Suppose some lower quadratic inequality based on Aj, 
can achieve equality for some U, where 3 < i, < 12. First let jr # 92. 
Then by Theorem 10 we have (72) or (80). From (72) follows 
(A’ - 3Ljl-l)l(Ajl 
Tks il 
- 2,) > 4; hence Aj,_l < (&, + I,)/2 < (;lr, + Al)/2 < L 
i1_1 < A,, an impossibility for il > 3. From (80) follows (89) bi* 
Lemma 10; hence 2 i, _-p < (22, + &J/3 < (;ii + A,)/2 < &, thus yielding 
the same contradiction &_r < 1,. If the lower quadratic inequality based 
on A,, can achieve equality for some 6’ then by Theorem 5, il,__, < 
(A1 + &J/2 < 3L2, a contradiction since n > 4. All this shows: if j0 = 1 
then the only other lower quadratic inequality that can ever be equality 
for any U is the inequality based on il,, and moreover by Theorem 4 the 
lower quadratic inequalities based on 3L1 and A2 can never be equalit!, 
simultaneously. 
Now suppose 2 \< j0 < n. Suppose, if possible, that the lower quadratic 
inequality based on Ai, is equality for some U, where jr > ,$ + 1. First 
consider the case where jl # n. Then by Theorem 10, we have either 
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(72) or (80) satisfied for i = j,, and we also have either (72) or (80) satisfied 
for j = &. 
If (72) holds both for j = j,, and j = ii then we obtain from (72) that 
(2 j,+l - njJ/(Afi - $J >, 4 ami (+, - &-,>/(nj, - 4,) 3 8; herice &+I 2 
(A,, + A$/2 > (A,, + Q/Z > (i$, + Q/2 >, kj,_l* This is a contradiction 
since il - 1 a&+ 1. 
If (72) holds for i0 and (80) for jr then, by Lemma 10, (89) holds for 
&. Then from (72) (ni,,, - $j/(&, - ;li,, > 8; hence using (89), ilje+i >, 
(A,, + 1&/Z > (& + 4)/Z > (A, + 21r)/3 > lj,_i* This is a contradiction. 
If (SO) holds for j0 and (72) holds for & then, from (72), 
(J - n,l._.,)/(&, - ;21) > 4 so that using (90) we get &+i >, (24, + A,)/3 > 
(2 + Q/2 > (Aj, + h)/2 2 Aj,-l* Again we have a contradiction. 
If (80) holds both for & and jr then by (90) for j0 and (89) for jr. we 
have il j,+l > (24 -+ Q/3 > (& + 2AI)/3 2 Ai,_I. This is a contradiction. 
Now consider the case ii = B. Then (72) or (80) hold for j,, and from 
Theorem5 1 , ,+l< (4 + &J/2. If (72) holdsfor&, then [ni,+l- AjJ/(&- AjJ 2 
4, SO that ;li,+l 2 (& + ni,)/2 > (Ati + Q/2 3, &,_r& This is a contradic- 
tion. If (80) holds for&, then from (90) jlj0+l >, (24, + A,)/3 > (& + 4)/2 > 
n ,+ ,, once again a contradiction. 
Thus we have demonstrated that if j0 > 1 then the only other lower 
quadratic inequality that can ever be equality for any U is the lower 
quadratic inequality based on 1j0+ 1. 
We know from Theorem 5 that the lower quadratic inequalities based 
on &-I and & can never be equality simultaneously. To complete the 
proof of Theorem 11, it only remains to show that if 2 < j < vz - 2, and 
if (72), (73), (74), (75) all are satisfied, then we can find U such that 
a prescribed one of the lower quadratic inequalities based on Aj and 5+1 
is equality, the other being strict inequality. Suppose we wish to find 
U such that the lower quadratic inequality based on $ is equality and 
the lower quadratic inequality based on &+1 is not equality. Appealing 
to the proofs of Theorems 6 and 8, we choose Idl” to satisfy (61) and (62) 
and also to satisfy (66) and (67), where k = i + 1 in (66) and (67). This 
is possible since (72), (73), (74), (75) are all satisfied. For this choice of 
jdi2 the inequalities (52), (55), (57), (59) yield an interval of permissible 
values far [z+J2. This interval is a proper subset of [0, 11. Similarly 
there is a proper subinterval of [O, l] which is an interval of permissible 
values for Iz4%j2. If 1~4~1~ and ltisf2 each are chosen to lie in their respective 
intervals of permissible values then both lower quadratic inequalities are 
equalities. If, however, we select I+J2 from its interval of permissible 
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values and select lz+j2 from outside its interval of permissible values 
but still in [0, I], then the lower quadratic inequality based on Aj is equality 
and the lower quadratic inequality based on Aj+l is not equality. Similarly 
we handle the other alternative when we want strict inequality for 5 and 
equality for &+,. 
Remark. Using Theorems 4,5,6,&g, 10, one may construct examples 
of matrices possessing any given one of the properties (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) 
of Theorem 11. 
6. THEUPPERANDLOWER~UADR~TICI?U'E~UALITIESCONSIDEREDTOGETHER 
Since it is possible to have equality in at most two of the lower quadratic 
inequalities, it is natural to inquire if the equality sign can be achieved 
in most of the upper quadratic inequalities simultaneously with equality 
in one or two of the lower quadratic inequalities. Throughout Section 6, 
we continue the assumption that n > 4. 
THEOREM~~. Letjbefixed, 1 < j -<, n. 
inequality based 032 ~~j is eQti&ty. Then: 
Suppose that the lower quadratic 
(i) if j # 2 and j # n - 1, the tipper 
A,, Ajl An are fiever equalities ; 
quadratic inequalities based on 
- (ii) if j = 2, the upper quadratic inequalities based on & and 1, are 
never equalities ; 
(iii) if i = n - II, the upper quadratic ineqtialities based on il, and h,_, 
are never equalities. 
Moreover there exists U such that the lower quadratic inequality based on 
Aj ad all of the @$MY quadratic ineqtcalities (except those excluded in (i), 
(ii) and (iii)) are eqti:alities. 
Proof. First observe that whenever a lower quadratic inequality 
is equality, the same upper quadratic inequality cannot be equality. For 
example, if 1’ # 1, n, notice that 
If the lower quadratic inequality based on AI is equality, then Ejr is as 
described in Theorem 4. Hence (let us take P = I,J, we have &,+x = 1 
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IA_ = E+._1’ From this it follows that the upper quadratic inequality 
b’& on ‘& must be strict inequality. 
Similarly one shows that if the lower quadratic inequality based on 
A,, is equality, the upper quadratic inequality based on A1 must be strict 
inequality. 
Now let i # 1,2, % - 1, n. Suppose the lower quadratic inequality 
based on 5 is equality. Then, as above, the upper quadratic inequality 
based on + is not equality. Let the lower quadratic inequality based on 
& be types I or II. Then, as described above Theorem 8, the eigenvalues 
of H(iji) for i = 1 or 2, in increasing order, are 4, . . . , &, cxil, ai2, 
3. jc1, . . ., &_1. Thus & = 4 and &+1 = &_+ for i = 1,2. Hence , 
Therefore the upper quadratic inequalities based on 1, and on il,& are not 
equalities, Now let the lower quadratic inequality based on 5 be type 
III equality. Then H is as described in Corollary 3. As described above 
Corollary 3, for i = 1,2, or 3, the eigenvalues of H(ili) in increasing order 
are 4,. . ., Aj-1, ail, ai?, Aj+l, . . ., &_I. SO we have [ii = il, for i = 1,2,3 
and &#__, = &_i for i = 1, 2, 3. From these facts it follows that the 
upper quadratic inequality based on A1 cannot be equality and the upper 
quadratic inequality based on A,* cannot be equality. This proves (i). 
Xt is easy to adapt the proof just given to prove (ii) and (iii). 
We continue to suppose that the lower quadratic inequality based 
on J,) can achieve equality. Let i= 1. Then, by Theorem 4, 
(4 - J.J/(& - 4) > 4. Let H = H1 -r diag(iE,, &, . . . , A&, where H, 
is (as described in Theorem 4) chosen to have eigenvalues &, ;ltt and 
diagonal elements a, c < 4. The eigenvalues of H(ili) in increasing order 
are c (or a), ;12,;5,. . ., A,+, for i Z$ 2, and are al.,. . ., A,_+ Izi+l, . . ., A,, 
for i > 2. From this information one computes that the lower quadratic 
inequality based on 4 as well as all upper quadratic inequalities not 
excluded by the theorem are equalities. These computations are facilitated 
by noting that if H(# has al as an eigenvalue then (;lt - &t_1) (tit - a,) = 
* 0, since at least one of &t_1 or & must be at. 
Next let i = 2. Then, by Lemma 9, (72) must hold. Puf H = ;1, i_ 
H, -F diag(& aJ, . . . , An-J. Here H, is 2 x 2 with eigenvalues a2, afl and 
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diagonal elements a, c :< &. This is possible because (72) holds. The 
eigenvalues of H(111) are A,, h, . . . , An; those of 4212) (or 4313)) are 
AI, c(or a), &, . . . , A,; for i > 3, the eigenvalues of H(i[i) are A,, . . . , a,_, , 
il. t+lr . . . , A,. From this information one may directly verify that the lower 
quadratic inequality based on Aj and all upper quadratic inequalities not 
excluded by the theorem become equalities. 
Finallylet2<j<n.- 1. Then either (72) or (80) must hold. Suppose 
(72) holds. Let H = U diag(l,, s, il,&, A2, . . . , iij_l, A..fl, . . . , &_J Ufg, 
where U is given by 
d412 u22 eC1, -j- I,_:, , 
f0 b” 
u = 
(a special case of (78)). We can construct d, e, f, g, u12, 21~~ such that 
H(i[S), for i = 1, 2, has eigenvalues A,, . . . , 5-1, ail, a. a. r2, jfl' l *" il n-1 
(where 3,i_1 < air < Aj < OIi2 < izi+J* Moreover H(313) has Aj as an 
eigenvalue, and also, for i > 3, the eigenvalues of H(ili) are AI, . . . , li_ I) 
il. c+lJ . ..J Afl. We now have sufficient information to compute that the 
lower quadratic inequality based on )cj as well as all upper quadratic 
inequalities permitted by the theorem are equalities. 
Now let (80) hold. Then we let H = Hl & diag(l,, l l l J Aj-lJ Aj+ll l l l J a,*) 
where Hl has eigenvalues Al, ilj, II, and is such that A+__, < ail < Aj < aie < 
Aj+lfOri = 1 J 2,3. Then, as in the previous paragraph, the lower quadratic 
inequality based on Aj as well as all upper quadratic inequalities permitted 
by the theorem become equalities. 
This completes the proof of the theorem since the cases i = n - 1 
or n can be obtained by applying the cases j = 1 or 2 to - H. 
THEOREMS 13. Let 2 < j < n - 2. Suppose that the lower quadratic 
inequalities based on Aj and 3Ljil are both equalities. Then the upper quadratic 
inequalities based on a,, ljJ ajtl J Ifi are never equatities. All other upper 
quadratic inequalities may simultaneously achieve equalities. 
Proof. Since the lower quadratic inequality based on Aj+r is equality, 
the proof of Theorem 12 shows that the upper quadratic inequality based 
on A, is not equality. Similarly equality in the lower quadratic inequality 
based on Aj forces strict inequality in the upper quadratic inequality 
based on afl. Now let H = Hl q diag(l,, . . . J dj_1J aj+2J . . . J &_l)J where 
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HI = & d&& 5, ~j+&iJ~~*s and UI is as in (30). Then the parameters 
in US may be chosen such that: for i = 1,2, the eigenvalues of H(ili) 
in increasing order are 4, ‘. . . , S-1, ail, ai2, Aj+l, . . . , A,,_l ; for i = 3,4, 
the eigenvalues of H(i[i) in increasing order are 4, . . . , &, aill aj2, jlj+2# . . . , 
a rc_-l. Here ai, # Aj # ai for i = 1,2 and ail # Ai+% + ai for i = 3,4. 
For i > 4, the eigenvalues of H(ili) in increasing order are AI, . . . , iti_+ 
&I, l l l m &. We now have sufficient information to compute that the 
two lower quadratic inequalities and all upper quadratic inequalities not 
excluded by the theorem are equalities. 
Et is possible to do a more thorough analysis and determine the structure 
that H must have when all the equalities permitted by Theorems 12 or 
13 are achieved. For reasons of space, we do not include this analysis. 
7. THE 2x2 AND 3X3 CASES 
The 2 x 2 case is trivial as all lower and upper quadratic inequalities 
are equalities. 
a-=&* 
inequalities based 
THEOREM 14. Let H be 3 x 3 with eigenvalues 1, 
(i) Always both of the upper and lower quadratic 
on 4 are epbalilies. 
(ii) The lower quadratic inequality based on 4 achieves equality precise&y 
whez H = P(H, i_ h)P’, where P is a permutation matrix and H1 z’s 
2 x 2 with diagonal el’ements \( a, and eigenvalues Al, A8* A unitary U 
exists to accomplish this if, and only if, 1, > (A, + Aa)/2. When the lower 
quadratic hequality based on A1 is inequality, the upper quadratic inequality 
based olt ;1;1 is strict inequality. 
(iii) In exactly one circumstance it is Possible for the lower quadratic 
iqti\Gties based on 4 and on ;S both to achieve equality. This circumstance 
is wh&n 4 = (4 _t- 4)/2 and h a $9 ens only for 3 x 3 matrices of the form 
H=P 
-A2 b 0 
E; il, 0 PT 
_O 0 A2 I 
wk/e Ibj = (?% - Q/2 and P is a permutation matrix. This matrix 
is unique in that the lower quadratic inequalities based on ill, A,, 4 and the 
u@~ quadratic ilrtequality based on ;12 are all equalities. 
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Proof. If the lower quadratic inequality based on A, is equality, the 
proof of Theorem 4 shows that uuil # 0 implies Uig = 0, Us, + 0. Hence, 
by the proof of Theorem 4, U takes the form 
so that after passing to PHPT = (PUQ)(QTDQ)(PUQ)*, we may assume 
H = Hl q (4) where Hl has Al, Aa as eigenvalues. Then one shows a8 
in Theorem 4 that H, must have its diagonal elements < A2, and by 
Theorem 1 or 2 this is possible if and only if il, 2 (Al + A3)/2. This proves 
(ii). Th p f f (‘) e roo o 1 is essentially given in (84) if one changes A,, Aj, A,, 
in (84) to A,, AC,, &. If the lower quadratic inequality based on & can 
achieve equality for some U we must have A2 < (A, + &)/2. Thus the 
lower quadratic inequalities based on & and Aa can both achieve equality 
(not necessarily simultaneously) if and only if A, = (A1 + &J/2. But if 
4 = (Al + Q/2, it follows that if Hl has eigenvalues A,, A3 and both 
diagonal elements < A,, then in fact both diagonal elements equal 1, 
(by Theorem 1). Then 
1, b 
HI= Jj L I 2 2 
and the condition that H, has A,, & as eigenvalues is satisfied if and only 
if lbi = (& - Al)/2. 0 ne now checks that the lower quadratic inequality 
based on & is equality. 
We note that it turns out that the lower quadratic inequalities based 
on Al and A3 can only achieve equality simultaneously in this special 
case (iii). 
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